Welcome!
The webinar will begin at 2:00 Eastern/11:00 Pacific
Audio Tips

Today’s audio is streaming to your computer’s speakers or headphones.

Too loud or soft? Adjust volume level in the Audio broadcast box:

Lost all sound? Hear an echo? Click on the small radio tower icon (above chat box) OR go to the Communicate menu (at the top of the screen) and select Audio Broadcast to refresh your connection.
Need Help?

Please post **technical support questions** into the **Q&A Panel**.

---

**Step 1:** Type the problem in the **dialog box**.

**Step 2:** Click **Send**.
Chat Etiquette

Use Chat to talk with attendees and presenters about the topic.

Do not post technical questions to Chat.

And if you’re tweeting, use this hashtag: #wjwebinar and include @ALALearning
Customize your experience

Panels can be opened or closed by clicking on the panel name at the top of the column, or by using the X in the individual panel.

Hover over edge of panels to drag and resize.
Telephone Access

If you are not able to listen via your computer, you may join by phone.

**Step 1:** At top left corner, select **Communicate > Teleconference >Join Teleconference.**

**Step 2:** Call the toll-free number provided.

**Step 3:** Enter the **Access Code** provided.
Remember to post to **Q&A panel** if you need technical assistance.

Other Technical problems?

**Contact WebEx support**
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promotes quality continuing education and staff development for all library personnel. We help you NETWORK with other staff development and continuing education providers for the exchange of ideas, concerns and solutions.
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Join us now and we’ll see you in Vegas!
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“We now accept the fact that learning is a lifelong process of keeping abreast of change, and the most pressing task is to teach people how to learn.”

–Peter Drucker
Using the check mark

Go to the top left corner of the slide.

1. Find the square and click on small arrow to access check mark.

2. Click on checkmark.

3. Then click on your answer selection.

☐ Engaging

☑ Flexible
What best describes your experience with self-paced, online learning?

- Boring
- Isolating
- Uneven
- Hard to find time
- No guidance
- Other
- Engaging
- Flexible
- Stimulating
- Easy to find time
- Independent
- Other
"Learners will become ever more accountable for their own learning, looking less and less to the presence of the teacher"

–Sian Bayne, Instructor, U of Edinburgh
Learning is Flipped

Photo: flip by dcJohn on Flickr
Challenge and Learn
Peer Games
“A lifelong ability to learn has given human beings all kinds of evolutionary advantages over other animals. 

*It’s our killer app.*”

—John Seely Brown and Douglas Thomas
“It’s like whitewater kayaking. You have to be in the flow and able to pick things up in the moment… it’s an active sport.”
—John Seely Brown
tiny ship of order

vast sea of chaos
Hot Tips for Learners

1. Remain open to new ideas.
2. Prioritize and pace yourself.
3. Pick your favorite social media platform and stick with it.
4. Learn from each other.
5. Find the fun.
Self Directed Achievement

“A culture of lifelong learning...begins with me.”

1 goal
1 hour every week
= culture change
Sometimes you don’t feel supported...
Avoid Rough Seas

We don't recommend it, but it can be done even if there is little or no support for your system.
Facilitate Support
A Ship Without Support
How can YOU encourage and support tiny ships of order?
Containers of Order
Help Statt Navigate
Support Failure!

(That has a purpose)
Greatest thing in life is experience. Even mistakes have value.

Henry Ford
Relieve Stress

STRESS BEATER
squeezable relief for your tough day
Sensible Choices

Take the RED Pill: you stay in wonderland and we show you how deep the hybrid learning goes.

Take the BLUE Pill: the learning ends. You wake up in your office and believe whatever you want.
Know What You Need
Resource Evaluation
Know What You Need To Know

- Spray Paint
- Stencil
- Duct Tape
- Good Idea To Paint On Wall
Self Evaluation
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Self Evaluation
Who evaluates the learning and how do you track it?
“A culture of lifelong learning begins with me.”

1 goal

1 hour every week

= culture change
Self Directed Achievement

“A culture of lifelong learning...begins with me.”

MAKE THIS OK

1 goal
1 hour every week = culture change
Practical Support To Soaring
Administrations need to organize and evaluate the tiny ships of order in traceable measurable ways.
OUR EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

Each of our programs is developed, pilot-tested, and evaluated by our InfoGuide. The programs are all discovery-based and self-directed. We also encourage teamwork, and we are goal-oriented.
THE FUTURE WILL ONLY CONTAIN WHAT WE PUT INTO IT NOW. MAY 1968.
TERO
Yes, It Scales
tiny ship of order

vast sea of chaos
tiny ship of order

vast sea of chaos
tiny ship of order
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